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Chapter 211 – Shu’s Confession 

Yet Pinliang didnt really deserve that from Mengyao- even he realized what Yushu was doing after falling 

for her tricks the first few times. 

But what if it really were Mengyao asking for it? What if Yushu wasnt lying that one time?? Pinliang 

would be in tears if something like that happened. 

As a result, hed always carry out the requests, even when he knew Yushu was lying Just in case it was 

actually Mengyao. Better safe than sorry. 

Mengyao, on the other hand, was quite looking forward to Yushus big moment. She finished her food 

quickly and noticed Yushu still nibbling at her swordfish slowly. Shu, whyre you eating so slowly? 

Its healthier! Its not like we have anything important to do, whats the rush? Yushu mumbled 

incoherently with the fish in her mouth. What, did you have something to do, Yao Yao? 

Yao Yao couldnt believe this woman- of course they had something important to do! Hmph, keep it up 

Shu. Well see how long you can drag this out.. 

Mengyao watched as Yushu took her time- it was quite a while before she patted her belly, satisfied. Im 

full Hm? Yao Yao, you and Shield Bro are done already? You two sure are hitting it off! 

Is that so? Mengyao hmphed softly. Shu, didnt you tell me youve something important to say to LIn Yi? 

Didnt you say something about taking that big step in life? Well? Isnt now a good time? Im interested in 

what that is, too. 

Lin Yi was preparing to go back to his room when Mengyaos words stopped him- he connected it to 

what Yushu had whispered to him earlier. Turning back to face Yushu, he wondered what she wanted to 

say- could this be the show he was supposed to put on? 

Yeah. So Ill say it right now? Yushu looked at Mengyao, and looked at Lin Yi, fidgeting a little- the time 

had come. 

Yeah. Mengyao urged. 

Shield Bro..! I.. like you Ive actually had a crush on you for a really long time Yushu said, standing up all 

of a sudden and looking into Lin Yis eyes with her hands in front of her chest. It reminded her of that 

game she played where there was this girl making a confession under a tree. 

Uhh Lin Yi blinked at the confession- this was probably what Yushu was talking about earlier. With that, 

Lin Yi stood up with a burst and grabbed Yushus hands. Shu, I like you too!! Ive actually liked you since 

the first time I came to the villa!! Ive just never had the courage to confess- I actually really like you and 

Yao Yao 

Mengyao coughed a bit- what was Lin Yi doing, pulling her into that mess? She wasnt feeling very good 

from what Lin Yi was saying to Yushu, too- was he accepting her confession? 



He wasnt that shallow, was he? Accepting Yushus confession right away, just like that? He looked so 

excited, too, as if hed been waiting for this moment for so long Mengyao was feeling really conflicted at 

this point. She forced on a smile. Shu, I didnt know you liked him? 

Yushu, on the other hand, was really panicking, not expecting this strong a reaction from Lin Yi, who 

even grabbed on her hand to confess to her!! Her heart was thumping as she tried to understand what 

was happening. Shield Bro likes me?? No way I thought he liked Yao Yao!!! 

But she did tell him to put on a show with her Was he acting? 

Yushu sighed in relief, but felt a slight bit of disappointment Would Shield Bro accept her confession if 

she did it for real? She blushed at the thought. 

Mengyaos coughs brought her back to reality, and she looked at Mengyao shyly. I Yao Yao!! I confessed, 

so leave this all behind! Dont talk about this anymore! 

Lin Yi, arent you gonna say something? Mengyao asked, curious at Lin Yi having calmed down and 

returned to normal already. The guy had been so excited just a moment ago, too. 

Say what? Lin Yi said as he sat back down. I did, I accepted her confession. 

Just like that? Nothing else? Mengyao said, suspicious. 

What else is there? Who knows if shes being serious or not. Lin Yi shrugged. Shes always like that isnt 

she. 

Ugh Mengyao opened her mouth, but didnt say anything. So Lin Yi knew that Yushu wasnt being 

serious? 

Her disappointment had a slight relief to it- so Lin Yi wasnt accepting her confession? She didnt know 

what to think anymore, her mind was a complete mess! She needed to go think things through quietly in 

her room! 

Shu, come with me! Mengyao said as she pulled Yushu upstairs with her, leaving Lin Yi at the table, all 

alone 

Yushu turned her head back to make a face at Lin Yi, as if nothing had happened. 

Lin Yi smiled- what were these girls even doing? 

He put the leftovers away, thinking of making a dish with swordfish tomorrow as he went back to his 

room, not thinking much of Yushus confession. Hed been warned from the start, after all. 

Mengyao, on the other hand, had thoughts piling up inside of her What if Shu hadnt got stuck today? 

What if she lost? Would she have confessed to him, and would Lin Yi have treated her seriously if she 

did? 

She wasnt like Yushu, after all- she didnt bounce all over to place, and Lin Yi mightve just believed her 

Mengyao was starting to regret closing Lin Yis door- she shouldve just hid in there and let Shu find her 

But why would she want to confess to Lin Yi in the first place? She didnt even like him? Mengyao shook 

her head, trying to push the mess in her brain away. 



Yao Yao what do you want.. Yushu asked as she went up with Mengyao. 

Shu, why didn’t he believe your confession? Mengyao wasnt sure what she was asking at this point- 

nothing made sense anymore. 

Oh I guess what I say isnt very believable Yushu said as she rubbed her head. I always do dumb stuff? 

That might be it Mengyao said, shaking her head. Alright, sorry Shu, I went overboard today Shouldnt 

have forced you to confess to him- its pretty bad for your reputation. Good thing Lin Yi didnt believe you 

How would you get ever get a boyfriend if word gets out? 

Uh.. 

Chapter 212 – Something Knocking On The Window 

Ugh Mengyaos words were actually making Yushu feel bad. Yao Yao, dont say that I was the one who 

made the bet, too! Of course Ill honor the agreement. I mean I actually told Shield Bro about it when 

you were on the phone, I asked him to put on a show with me 

Wha-?! Mengyao froze at the revealation- she hadnt expected the girl to manage that during those 

seconds! So what happened earlier was a complete performance, then? It was all fake?! Mengyao shot 

an angry glare at her. Shu!! 

Uh I told you the truth, didnt I Dont get mad, Yao Yao Yushu said, startled as she ran for the room. 

This Yushu Mengyao didnt know what to do with this girl anymore, but things had ended pretty well, 

hadnt they? She did go a little overboard 

Zhong Pinliang was in his villa, watching a horror movie on his laptop as he sat in his room. He wasnt a 

very brave person- he still wet his bed at eight, didnt dare sleep alone at ten, and didnt dare go out 

alone at twelve 

It was an image completely different from the one he had at school- to solve that he thought up a plan, 

and that was to hide himself in his room in the middle of the night, watching horror movies by himself 

He always got scared shitless at the start, but hed managed to force himself to become brave, even if by 

just a little. He could go out of the house at night now, on his own. 

Yet the horror movies still scared him- he couldnt turn the lights off, and always watched them with the 

house completely lit He was watching this film about a kid living alone, who always heard something 

knocking on the window at night. 

It was simply horrifying! Pinliang wondered if something like that would happen to him tonight, his 

parents werent home with him after all 

He was focusing on the movie when a black figure appeared outside his window 

And started knocking on it. 

AHH. Pinliang cried out, a little pee coming out as he fell on his butt. Who?! Who is it?!! 

The knocking continued 



Pinliang was trembling, but he forced himself to look in the windows direction- his luck wasnt this shitty, 

was it? Something really came knocking on his window?? 

Eh? Pinliang sighed in relief after seeing who it was. He then wondered what the hell he was doing here. 

Ignoring his pee-stained pants, he quickly ran to the window and opened it. Heibao Bro, whyre you 

here? 

It was Heibao, who had escaped from the police earlier today, sneaking to Pinliangs place during 

nighttime, and was thinking of getting some money for his escape plans. He also wanted to discuss 

revenge against Lin Yi. 

Master Zhong, I beat a couple of cops up on the way to the prison- I escaped! Heibao said, vaulting 

himself into the room with an agile movement. 

Pinliang, on the other hand, was stunned. 

Heibao Bro Howd you get up here? Pinliang understood his villas structure well- the villas here had a 

clean, slippery mosaic over the walls, and no ledges or cracks for the guy to hold on to It was impossible 

for him to have climbed up, nor was it possible for him to have jumped up! It was a ten-meter jump! 

 

I jumped up. Heibao said faintly. Master Zhong, Im not the old Heibao anymore- Im at the peak late 

phase of the golden class now!! 

Golden class? Peak late phase? How strong is that? Pinliang didnt know the class divisions very well. 

A little stronger than regular special ops! Heibao said. That Song girl, from the criminal police- shes just 

at the middle phase! 

Oh, Oh Pinliang couldnt quite catch on to what Heibao was throwing at him. Heibao Bro, howd you get 

so strong all of a sudden? 

Heibao looked pretty weak when he got messed up by Lin Yi that day, but the guy was claiming to be 

even stronger than Song Lingshan from the criminal police- from what Pinliang had seen, Heibao didnt 

seem to be lying. 

Hed managed to level up all of a sudden. Pinliang wondered how nice itd have been if Heibao was this 

strong back when hed faced Lin Yi. 

Pinliang was barely following, but he nodded. Then theres a flaw with this method right? 

Yeah, and not just any flaw- a big one. You lose five years of your life! That, and the time period of one 

month- the body returns to normal one month later, and the main veins and everything get 

permanently damaged. Ill never be able to practice martial arts again! Heibao said. But thats worth it- its 

way better than what I was about to face. 

Heibao only ran away because of how serious his fuck-up was this time- hed broken a number of laws! 

There was also his history of crime on top of all his illegal gun wielding and attempted murder- he had at 

least ten years waiting for him in prison! 



Ten years in there was absolutely hell for someone like Heibao, who lived for pleasure- hed really rather 

die. 

He had two main priorities he needed to take care of after escaping: the first was to shed Lin Yis blood!! 

The guy had thrown him in prison, and messed up his hand and half his face, too! It was an absolute 

disgrace, nothing like what Heibao had ever been through before! 

 

The second was to get a sum from Pinliang, so as to leave the city and continue living in luxury. 

Oh Then, Heibao Bro, you came here to Pinliang asked carefully, aware that he had a direct hand in 

causing Heibaos imprisonment- he was worried that the guy had beef with him because of that. 

Chapter 213 – Heibao’s Revenge 

Dont you worry, Master Zhong- Im not after you. Its that piece of shit Lin Yi!! Im out here to wipe him off 

the planet!! Heibao explained, noticing what Pinliang was worrying about. But I dont have a single penny 

on me now- Ill need Master Zhongs support financially! 

Pinliang let out a sigh of relief upon hearing the explanation- everything was fine as long as Heibao 

wasnt after his blood. He wanted money, and that wasnt a big deal- he had money! Heibao had went in 

as his scapegoat, after all, and he was even talking about fucking Lin Yi up for him! Pinliang was but 

overjoyed to help. 

Dont worry, Heibao Bro. Money isnt an issue here, Ill go talk with my dad! Ill get you a million kuai first! 

Pinliang said. As for Lin Yi, though, well need to talk about this a bit more- we cant get him at school 

anymore, well need a different location! 

Thank you, Master Zhong! Heibao was relieved himself at Pinliangs generosity, pulling a million out right 

away- it seemed that hed come to the right place. The Zhongs treated him well, too He hadnt been a 

scapegoat for nothing! Pinliangs statement regarding Lin Yi, on the other hand, made perfect sense- hed 

never go after Lin Yi in public again. He nodded. Thats right, well need to discuss this later, but I cant 

stay too long. I wont be able to beat that shit up if my body goes back to normal. 

Dont worry, Heibao, itll only be a couple days! Pinliang wanted Lin Yi dead as soon as possible, too- the 

guy had flipped his chair in front of everyone! It was too great a humiliation, and hed never rest until he 

got him to pay. 

Alright, Ill be going! Here, my phone number. Heibao said as he handed a piece of paper to Pinliang. 

News of my escapes gonna become public soon, and theyll be on you when that happens. I should be 

fine with this body, but I wouldnt wanna drag you guys down. 

Okay, Heibao Bro. Ill call you after I get the one million from dad! Pinliang said, a little touched at 

Heibaos concern for him. 

Dont rush that- Lin Yi comes first. Heibao was really itching for Lin Yis blood. That fucking shit, I cant live 

on with him breathing!! 

Okay then, you go first, Heibao Bro. Ill talk to my dad, and well talk about Lin Yi later. Ill call you. Pinliang 

nodded. 



Heibao nodded as well, patting Pinliangs shoulder without saying anything else. He leapt off the 

windowsill and disappeared into the night. 

Fuck, seriously? Hes like a martial arts master in wuxia novels or something. Pinliang said, stunned as he 

stared at the empty windowsill. He looked down and found that Heibao had disappeared already. 

Hed have thought he was dreaming if it werent for the piece of paper in his hand! 

Pinliang pulled his phone out and started dialing his dad up, who only picked up after quite a couple of 

rings. It was pretty noisy on the other end of the call- Fabai was outside drinking. Pinliang, whats the 

matter? 

Dad, theres an emergency. Can you come home first? Pinliang said with a lowered voice, even if no one 

was there to eavesdrop on him. 

What happened? Im with a client, your mothers here too- theyre old friends! Its not something I can just 

walk away from. Fabai said. 

It really is an emergency, dad! Can you come home first? Pinliang was worried that someone on Fabais 

end might hear him, and didnt want to risk exposing anything. 

Pinliang, what is it? Dads really busy here, cant you understand that?! Fabai was a little displeased at 

that point- how serious could it be? 

Heibao escaped from prison.. Pinliang said, lowering his voice as much as possible. 

What? What did you say?! Fabai froze. Alright, wait for me- Im coming back now. 

Fabais heart tightened at the name- his clients werent that big a concern anymore. After all, this was 

something that could get his own son in jail if he didnt sort it out properly. 

Hed gotten a lawyer to meet up with Heibao, and got him to shoulder all the blame for a big reward 

after getting out Things got really complicated if he just ran like that. 

He turned to his wife. Hua, you chat with our old friends first- somethings happened with Pinliang, I 

need to go back first! 

Alright, hurry back then. Fabais wife, naturally, understood the gravity of the situation if it could pull her 

husband away at a time like this. She didnt bother stressing him with any questions. Leave everything 

here to me- they all know Im a big drinker. 

The other people present at the table werent too pleased with Fabai just leaving like that- they hadnt 

even started drinking yet! What Fabais wife said, however, made the situation clear, and they just 

nodded in acknowledgement. They were old enough friends, after all. 

Fabai left the pub and got into a taxi, leaving the car for his wife. It wasnt long before he got home. 

He didnt even bother taking his coat off as he yelled for his son after opening the door. Pinliang, where 

are you? Im home! 

Pinliang ran out his room and down the stairs upon hearing his fathers voice. Dad! 



Tell me, where did you hear this It doesnt seem to be public yet? Fabai said curiously. Heibao breaking 

out of prison was a really big deal, after all- how would Pinliang know about it when the news hadnt 

reported anything? 

Pinliang was about to speak when Fabais phone rang. 

Fabai looked at who was calling, quickly gesturing for his son to keep quiet as he answered the phone. 

Captain Song- whyre you calling so late? 

Chairman Zhong? I have bad news- Heibaos escaped. Lingshan didnt want to be making this phone call, 

but it was a necessity. After all, Fabai was one of the main targets for Heibaos vengeance 

Lingshan had an idea of why Heibao had done all of that at school She also knew why Heibao was willing 

to take responsibility for all the crimes. Zhong Fabais influence in the city was strong, and he even had a 

close relative as a Pengzhan Industries shareholder. There were many parties involved, and Lingshan 

didnt want to have too many suspicions without proper evidence. 

Chapter 214 – Midnight Plot 

Zhong Fabai hadnt seemed to pay much attention to Heibao after hed gotten arrested He hired a lawyer 

for him, but that was it. 

Logically thinking, Fabais connections in Songshan should have been enough to to influence the whole 

thing, but Fabai never even tried! Lingshan could only presume that hed given up on Heibao in fear that 

the incident would get linked back to his son. 

Naturally, Lingshan wasnt aware of the agreement Fabai had brokered with Heibao- Heibao would never 

go back to House Zhong for blood. 

Oh? Is that so? Fabai said faintly. Captain Song, Im not too familiar with Heibao- hes just the captain of a 

security detail I had. I only got him a lawyer out of courtesy and dignity; he no longer has any connection 

with the company 

Lingshan was a bit irritated at what Fabai was saying- the guy was cutting himself clean with Heibao! 

How would he know if Heibao thought the same? He could very well intend to go back for revenge! 

 

Chairman Zhong, what Im trying to tell you is that Heibao might seek you out for revenge. Lingshan said 

faintly as she suppressed her irritation. 

Revenge? Why would he want revenge? I give him a salary every month, plus bonuses! Fabai said with a 

chuckle. Captain Song, youre overthinking things. But I do appreciate the gesture- Ill watch out for him. 

Im sure you know why hed want that- Ill stop there. Lingshan said with a cold chuckle herself. Better 

assign a bodyguard to your son 24/7, too. Contact me if you need the police to help. 

Lingshan hated the man, but she was a police officer- she had to prioritize the citizens safety. 

Ah, I will. Dont worry. Fabai said. Ill contact you right away if news about Heibao comes up. 



He hung the phone up and turned back to his son, a serious look on his face. Pinliang, how did you know 

about Heibao? 

The police had just confirmed Pinliangs claim- his son was currently a good source of information. 

Dad, Ive met Heibao Bro! He just came by! PInliang said. 

He came? What for? He didnt threaten you, did he? Fabais expression turned ugly at the words- Heibao 

coming to his son for revenge was still a possibility, despite what Fabai had said to Lingshan earlier. 

Dont worry, dad, Heibao Bro isnt that kind of person! Pinliang said. Hed never do that to me, he said Im 

not the one to blame! Hes after Lin Yi, not me! 

Oh? Did he tell you that? Fabai paused. Pinliang, tell me- whats going on? 

Heres the thing, dad Pinliang started explaining. I was watching a movie in my room earlier when 

someone jumped up on the windowsill! 

Jumped up on the windowsill- whatre you talking about? He just jumped up ten meters to the second 

floor? Fabai asked as he stared in disbelief. 

Well Im not too sure there- but he said something about being part of a sect when he was younger, and 

there was this technique that powered you up at the cost of five years of your life, something about 

giving you golden class peak late phase strength for a month Pinliang said. 

What?! Golden class peak late phase? Pinliang hadnt a clue what the division classes were, but the same 

couldnt be said for someone who lived a life like Zhong Fabais 

He had a friend, a master whod just gotten to the early phase of the golden class- hed told him that 

Fabai should only ask for his help when he really needed it 

Yet even he trampled on all the fighters in the city! What sort of monster would a late phase golden 

fighter be? Heibao reaching that level, even if for just a month, was a feat enough on its own! 

Yeah, he said so himself. Pinliang nodded. So dad, hes pretty strong now? 

Yes! Insanely strong!! What else did he tell you? Fabai sighed, relieved that hed talked things over with 

Heibao before anything else- the guy wouldve most likely been after the Zhongs first thing after 

breaking out otherwise! 

He said hes gonna go after Lin Yi first, and then he said he needs money to leave the city. I promised 

him! Fabai said. Dad, I told him we could give him a million kuai, you wouldnt blame me for not asking 

you first, would you? 

You did wonderful, son! Fabai said. A million isnt much to us, theres no problem there- even two 

millions fine! As for that thing with Lin Yi keep out of it 

But dad, I really hate that Lin Yi too! You dont know what he did! I was sitting beside Chu Mengyao, 

talking to her when he felt like I was blocking his way! He sent me to the ground with a kick- it still hurts! 

Pinliang said passionately. This kids a big obstacle in my path to Mengyao, dad! He needs to be 

removed. 



Oh? If thats the case Dont involve yourself in public, just give Heibao some pointers in the dark. Fabai 

nodded. Youre not a kid anymore, Pinliang- from what Ive seen, youve gotten good at handling things. 

Do what you feel is right, Ill try not to interfere. 

Thank you, dad! Pinliang nodded. Ah, right, I just gave Zhang Naipao that seven hundred thousand 

Chapter 215 – Chance Meeting at the Hospital 

Zhong Pinliang hadnt been raised in a conventional family- as a result, he had much more violent 

tendencies than other students. He was cowardly, but that didnt mean he was kind. 

Wanting Lin Yi dead left no taste of guilt on his tongue- he even wanted the guy to die a more horrific 

death instead of simply dying. 

That was the difference between Zhong Pinliang and a regular kid. 

What could he do to intensify Lin Yis pain? Physical torture no longer held any pleasure for Pinliang to 

derive from- just beating the guy up wasnt very interesting at all. 

An emotional trauma, on the other hand, was far more effective than a physical one- this was something 

Pinliang comprehended from his long hours of horror movie training. He had to attack Lin Yi mentally, 

for the maximum amount of pain possible. 

Ah Pinliang suddenly recalled his meeting with Zou Ruoming, where theyd talked about Ruoming forcing 

himself on Tang Yin He should let Lin Yi have a nice view of that before he passed on to the afterlife- 

thatd be quite something. 

A snicker slipped out at that thought, and Pinliang started laughing- he was such a genius for coming up 

with an idea as monstrous as that! Itd be really pleasing if Pinliang could see Lin Yi struggling to help 

Tang Yin as Heibao beat him to death, raging at his inability to do anything as his life faded away 

Pinliang had made his decision: hed go talk about this with Ruoming at school on Monday. He couldnt 

involve himself in the whole thing directly, however he had to provide his aid in secret. 

It was Monday morning, and Lin Yi was sleeping when Kang Xiaobos phone call woke him up. 

Boss, Im thinking of visiting Fen at the hospital, you wanna come? Xiaobo hadnt gotten much sleep 

yesterday, again. 

The first time was from going to the commoner beautys house, since it was something big for him to be 

boasting about But none of that concerned Xiaobo anymore- he couldnt stop himself from thinking 

about Fen. 

Itd been the first time his whole life to get insomnia over a girl. There was his compassion for her, and 

his hatred for his second cousin! 

A fine girl, ruined! The guy didnt have the slightest shred of concern for her, never appearing again! Fens 

family was poor enough as it was- the sickness only made everything worse for her. 



Hed been so angry that hed even considered calling his second cousin for questioning, but refrained 

from doing so. After all, hed only heard Tang Yins side of the story- he was leaning to her side, but he 

didnt have the details. It was something he had to ask Fen to know. 

After all, a relationship turning sour usually had two sides to it- it was hard to pin the blame on just one 

person. Yet, should Kang Zhaoming prove to have done what Tang Yin had said he had, then the guy was 

a monster. 

You want me to drive you, or you want me to come with you? Lin Yi said as he got out of bed. 

Both Xiaobo chuckled. Boss, I was thinking of getting in your car, but theres also this other thing- its 

gonna look sudden if I just showed up alone, you know? Itd be normal if you visited Tang Yins friend, you 

know, with your relationship with her. 

My relationship with her? Lin Yi smiled bitterly. We dont have anything between us yet, okay? 

That doesnt matter, does it? Youve gotta be a lot closer to Tang Yin than I am to Fen! Itll be hard for me 

to go if you dont come. Xiaobo said. Come on, boss, think of it as looking out for your little brothers 

love! I wont back out mid-way after deciding on this. 

Alright then- wait for me at the same place as yesterday. Ill be there in about an hour. Lin Yi said. 

Xiaobo was Lin Yis only bro in school, after all- of course hed support him. He was a pretty nice person, 

too, an honorable man. Lin Yi wouldnt lose anything by helping him out, anyway. 

He put the phone down and some clothes on as he looked at the time: seven am. This Xiaobo sure had 

gotten up early. 

Lin Yi had been learning quite a lot from the old man in the jade every night he slept- it was like the guy 

was omniscient with that knowledge he had. 

He went to the kitchen and took out the leftover swordfish from yesterday. He cut some potatoes up 

and put them in the electric pressure cooker- it cooked the potatoes faster. 

Mengyao had everything in her kitchen, but most of it hadnt even been used before. The pressure 

cooker had been unboxed and placed on the counter, but there was still a manual in there. 

The cooker had a timer function, and Lin Yi didnt have to do much. He left a note on the table for the 

girls, telling them to help themselves to the food after waking up- he had something to do. 

With that, Lin Yi left the place. 

Yushu had found out about the damage to her car already, and Lin Yi didnt feel like troubling himself 

with a phone call to Uncle Fu. He decided to just leave it be for awhile, since it didnt really affect his 

driving. 

He reached the Time Street bus stop, and saw Xiaobo waiting for him. He picked him up and drove to 

Songshans First Hospital. 

Yet Fen wasnt in her bed- some aunty was in her place. Xiaobo learned from the staff that shed been 

moved to the hospitalization rooms. 



They walked out the room only to see Guan Xin, who blinked in surprise upon seeing Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi? Whatre you doing here? Guan Xin said, pleasantly surprised. 

Shed been worried about Lin Yis injury the past couple days- the guy had never came back after that last 

checkup, and she feared that something would go wrong with the wound That, and the fact that Guan 

Xin looked forward to seeing Lin Yi again. She had a really good feeling about meeting her savior, a 

feeling she couldnt really explain. 

It wasnt really love, however- she wasnt that easy. It was more like a good impression, a positive, nice 

feeling towards him, causing her to think about him whenever she couldnt see him Shed thought that 

shed never cross paths with him again. 

But here they were. 

Guan Xin? Well, I have this friend who got hospitalized. Lin Yi said, not expecting to meet Guan Xin here. 

Oh Guan Xin nodded. About your wound 

Its been healed. Lin Yi smiled. Thanks. 

Guan Xin wanted to say something when a doctor called for her- she only apologized to Lin Yi before 

rushing over. 

She wanted to ask Lin Yi for his number, but couldnt bring herself to do it She was a girl, after all. It was 

too embarrassing to just ask a guy that. 

It was quite troubling- couldnt this dude just ask her for her number?? 

Chapter 216 – You Get It, Right? 

Lin Yi and Xiaobo walked into Fens room- there were seven other people with her, making the place 

more packed than the emergency room, especially with the visiting friends and family. The air there 

wasnt very good either. 

Xiaobo frowned at the situation- this certainly wasnt the type of environment Fen should be recovering 

in. How would she ever get better with a noisy, crowded, room like this? 

He remembered the situation Fens family was in, and sighed faintly. His own family wasnt too well-off, 

either Hed really have helped them financially for Fen to get a better room otherwise. 

Lin Yi, as usual, noticed the expression on Xiaobos face. He patted his shoulder with a smile. The deposit 

I gave should be enough to get her a better room. 

Lin Yi had no problem at all using Wu Chentians money- he wasnt even using it for himself, anyway. It 

might very well be for his bros future wife. 

But, boss That money.. Xiaobo said hesitantly. After all, the money was meant to be lent to Fens family. 

The guy wouldnt get anything in return for spending this much on the girl. 

Haha, just think of it as being used on you- you dont have to return it. Lin Yi said with a laugh. 



Thanks Xiaobo nodded, not rejecting the offer. Lin Yi was being serious, he knew that- there was no 

reason to be shy about it. Hed chosen the right guy to call boss. 

Xiaobo walked over to Fens bed with quick steps- the girl was awake, and her face wasnt as pale 

anymore. Both Tang Yin and Liu Xinwen were talking with her while Song Huiping peeled an apple for 

Fen. 

Aunty Song Xiaobo said, a little embarrassed. He wasnt very close with the family Following them back 

to the hospital after saving Fen yesterday made sense, but coming again the second day 

Oh? Xiaobos here! Huiping said, evidently quite fond of Xiaobo as she stood up smiling. She handed the 

peeled apple to him. Here, an apple? 

No thank you- give it to Fen, aunty. She needs to nutrition. Xiaobo said. 

Fen couldnt help but blush upon seeing Xiaobo- Tang Yin and Xinwen had told her about yesterdays 

events, about how she had mistaken Xiaobo for Kang Zhaoming yesterday. 

Thank you, Kang Xiaobo. For saving me yesterday. Fen said, a little shy as she sat up, her face a bit red 

and her voice pleasant. 

Ah, dont worry about it Heh heh Xiaobo said, waving his hands, a little worked up- it was his first time 

seeing Fen in her normal state. 

And also, sorry for what I did yesterday I thought you were him Fen didnt want to be talking about this, 

but it was something she still had to apologize for. 

A conscious Fen knew well that Zhaoming wouldnt be coming back for her again It was just that she 

slipped into her fantasies once in a while. 

Its fine haha. Xiaobo said, waving his hands in front of him once more. As long as youre okay! Ah, thats 

right- I talked to my boss- were getting you a better hospital room! 

Ah? Fens paused as she remembered what Tang Yin had said to her, about how Xiaobo might have 

feelings for her. She didnt think much of it- she was a disabled person, both mentally and physically 

Kang Xiaobo was a young, healthy boy, why would he ever fall for her? What Xiaobo was saying right 

now, however, confirmed Tang Yins suspicions. Why would the guy come back the second day, even get 

her a better hospital room, if it werent for that? 

Huiping could tell what Xiaobo was thinking, too, and was a bit confused. Her daughter, while not as 

pretty as Tang Yin, may have been a nice flower in the slums, but 

What did Xiaobo see in her daughter right now? Huiping couldnt quite wrap her head around this- there 

wasnt much her house had to offer, either, and with the state Fen was in 

Ah, its a gesture from my boss, dont worry about it- his familys pretty rich, so its not too much to them. 

Xiaobo said, pinning the credit to Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi was pretty speechless- his family, rich? The girls he was living with had rich families, but 



Fen, youre best friends with Tang Yin, and Tang Yin and Lin Yi you know, heh heh. Xiaobo said with a 

warm smile. 

Lin Yi really wanted to kick this shit into a wall- what the hell was he doing, using his boss to hit on girls?! 

He was pulling Tang Yin and him into the whole thing! 

 

As expected, Tang Yin shot an unpleasant glare at Xiaobo She couldnt really say anything there, 

however- Xiaobo had good intentions, he was offering to change Fens hospital room. 

Tang Yin knew too that it wasnt a good environment for Fen to heal in- wouldnt denying Xiaobos words 

mean that Fen would have to continue staying here? 

She thought about it: Lin Yi was a rich young master, this sort of money didnt matter to him. As for that 

little comment She had nothing going on with Lin Yi! The guy was just using their relationship to hit on 

Fen. Tang Yin felt better after with that in mind. 

Fen turned to look at Tang Yin, confused. She wasnt saying anything She turned to Xinwen, who then 

nodded faintly to her. Tang Yin was in a relationship?! 

With this boss of Kang Xiaobos? 

There were other patients present, however, and her mother was here, too.. It wouldnt be very 

appropriate for her to ask for details, and she decided to just believe what Xiaobo had said. 

Dont worry, Aunty Song- my boss is paying. Lets get Fen a better room! Xiaobo said passionately as he 

went for a doctor. 

Lin Yi understood Xiaobos psychology here- it was the first girl he had fallen for, and it was only natural 

that hed want to make an impression. As for that comment he made Lin Yi only laughed it off. 

He gestured to Tang Yin, telling her to come over. Tang Yin raised her head, confused as she pointed to 

herself, as if to confirm if Lin Yi was asking for her. 

Lin Yi nodded, and she got up to walk over unwillingly. What is it? 

Xiaobos trying to chase Fen, and he needs a reason to get close to her, so he used us Lin Yi explained. 

You get it, right? 

Oh. Tang Yin nodded a little unhappily, but didnt give any retort to that. As long as you know its not real. 

Ah, I know. Lin Yi smiled. Lets go, help Xiaobo out with the room change. Maybe also tell me what Fen 

thinks of him..? 

Chapter 217 – Hospital Room News 

Tang Yin hesitated, but walked out with Lin Yi all the same. Fen didnt say anything about Xiaobo yet, so I 

guess its just gratitude? 

You think he has a chance? Lin Yi asked. 



How would I know? Tang Yin hmphed softly. The people around you just do the same thing you do, 

chasing after girls when they should be studying. 

Ah Lets not talk about me first. Lin Yi said. I think hes serious about this. 

Tang Yin looked at Xiaobo in front of them- she wouldnt mind getting him together with Fen if he really 

was serious Itd help Fen get out of that trauma. You sure its not a one-time thing, that he wants to be 

with Fen the rest of his life? Hes not just playing around like you are, is he? 

…Whyre you always pulling me back in? Also, I never said anything about just playing around with you! 

Lin Yi said, a bitter smile on his face. Not sure if hes just being impulsive or anything, but it doesnt look 

like it. 

Tang Yin shot a glare at Lin Yi. A girls honor is a very delicate thing! Fens gotten hurt once, she cant go 

through that again. 

Lin Yi hadnt expected Tang Yin to be the committed type, the type of girl whod never let go of a man 

after deciding on him. Men were usually worried that their girlfriend would leave them for another if 

they were too pretty, but it seemed like that kind of thing wouldnt happen with Tang Yin as a girlfriend. 

The two were talking when Xiaobo started raising his voice. 

He seemed to be arguing with a middle-aged man while Huiping tried to calm them down. 

Its not like were not spending the money- why is it that we cant have a private room? Xiaobo was 

getting a little furious- hed been all excited, pulling Huiping along to the hospital room management 

deans room to get Fen a private hospital room, but they just denied him everything with no rooms! 

Even that would be fine, if one of the doctors hadnt brought a patients relative in to get a private room 

right after they left the office! The dean of the hospital just gave them one without thinking about it, all 

because the doctor said the relative was his bro! 

Didnt the guy say there werent any rooms left? So how come a room came up all of a sudden? 

Its the last high-class room, for insiders. The dean explained faintly, not interested in arguing with 

Xiaobo. 

What happened to first come first serve? Its not like were not paying for it, why dont we get the room? 

Just because we arent insiders? Xiaobo said, very displeased. 

Dont come asking for rooms if you cant back it up- my husbands classmate is the hospital dean here! 

You think you can just ask for rooms without connections? Go back and cut some vegetables! A woman 

in heavy makeup said with a disdainful look at Xiaobo- she was the wife of the doctors bro. Look at that 

dumb face of yours, stop embarrassing yourself! 

You-!! Xiaobo wasnt taking this well. Whose face are you calling dumb? 

What are you gonna do about it? Youre obviously some villager getting cocky with that bit of money on 

you- look at what your mothers wearing, shes like a villager visiting the city for the first time! The man 

said with a glare after seeing Xiaobo raise his voice at his woman, thinking Huiping was Xiaobos mother. 

He spat at the ground. 



The spit hit Xiaobos shoe, and it clearly wasnt the mans intention judging by the surprised look on his 

face. 

You-! Wipe my shoe clean right now! Xiaobo had been following Lin Yi the last couple days- he had the 

boiling blood of men in his veins now! 

Alright, alright, kid, enough. The man said as he pulled a hundred kuai bill out his wallet casually, putting 

it in Xiaobos hand. Go look for some shoe cleaner with this. Let me tell you, just money isnt enough 

these days. You need connections! Try to keep up. 

With that, the man took his leave with his woman, afraid that Xiaobo would start to cause trouble. The 

doctor who was with them left as well. 

The man was Zhao Guangdong, who had come to get his boss a private room. His boss wasnt in critical 

condition or anything, but he did have high blood pressure these past few days. He didnt need a private 

room at all, but Guangdong wanted to use some of his connections. 

Xiaobo threw the money on the ground with a violent swing, his eyes bloodshot as he glared at the 

leaving Guangdong, panting with rage. 

Ah Lin Yi walked over and picked the money up, handing it to Xiaobo. You still have to take the money- 

youre pissed at him, not the money. 

Boss, I wanna beat him up! Xiaobo understood Lin Yis good intentions- Fen was at a delicate stage, and 

having more money would always help. Hed thrown the money away for his pride, but Lin Yi had picked 

it up and handed it to him- he had to take it. 

Xiaobo, we dont need a private room anymore, dont get into a fight! That room isnt bad! Huiping said, 

worried that Xiaobo would get in trouble. 

Tang Yin looked at Lin Yi, telling him to talk Xiaobo out of it. She understood where the guy was coming 

from- hed just gotten out of a situation much like what Tang Yin had gone through, understanding the 

cold cruelty of this world. She went to the factory herself to get her fathers medical compensation, but 

where did that get her? 

People who had connections only needed to mention it, and theyd get money for the medical bills, 

regardless of how serious the injury was. 

Sometimes, beating people up isnt the only way to handle things. Lin Yi said, patting Xiaobo on the 

shoulder. You need to adapt to the different people youre dealing with. Wait for me- Ill get them out of 

that private room the same way they got in. 

With that, he started walking to the deans office. The dean was about to ask Lin Yi what he needed 

when he walked in his office, but one look at Xiaobo and his face grew dark. Didnt I tell you, there arent 

any rooms left. Whatre you here for? 

You sure theres only one high class room, the one youd just given to those people earlier? Lin Yi asked 

without answering the question. 

Yes. You may leave now. The dean said with an impatient wave of his hand. 



Then get them out of that room. Lin Yi said faintly. 

Hah.. The dean couldnt help but find Lin Yis words amusing. Who did that guy think he was, the head of 

the hospital? I still have matters to attend to- Ill have to call security if youre looking for trouble. 

So youre not getting them out? Lin Yi said as he pulled his phone out. Then Ill just have to get someone 

else to do it 

Chapter 218 – Blinking In Surprise 

The dean curled his lips at the statement- who was this guy calling for? Why would he even come for 

him in the first place, if he had a connection like that? All he had to do was bring an insider along, and 

hed have gotten the room. 

Yet the last room had been given out Even if this guy did have an insider connection, itd be difficult to 

just take the room back- itd piss them off. 

Hello? Professor Guan? Im Lin Yi. Lin Yis connection, naturally, was Guan Xuemin! He was the head of 

Songshans First School of Medicine, directly above Songshans First Peoples Hospital! It didnt matter who 

it was in the hospital, theyd have to listen to the school leaders arrangements. 

It was something hed learned from Xuemin during a conversation. While Xuemin wasnt in charge of the 

hospital rooms, one word from him would solve the entire situation. 

Oh, Mister Lin- missing this old man already? Xuemin greeted, evidently very happy that Lin Yi had called 

again right after doing so yesterday. Hed wanted to get closer to Lin Yi in the first place, after all. 

Well, Professor Guan, Im at Songshans First Peoples Hospital, and I have a friend hospitalized here I 

wanna spend some money to get her a private room, but the last privates room been given to an insider 

by the dean, even though we came here first. Lin Yi said, conveying the facts to Xuemin. 

Haha, I understand- Ill call Old Qin right now, hes the head of the hospital. Ill contact you later! Xuemin 

said joyfully. 

Any other person bringing something trivial like this to Guan Xuemin, and he wouldnt even bother- after 

all, Lin Yi had made it clear: the room had been given to another insider, and itd be a little inappropriate 

to just take that away from them. Xuemin wouldnt want to cause trouble for anyone for something like 

this. 

Needless to say, it would look selfish for the head of Songshans School of Medicine. Naturally, that 

wasnt the key thing- what was important was that the hospital and the school were associated and built 

together, even if it were under the school. His own son was even one of the shareholders for the 

hospital! 

 

As a result, Xuemin couldnt just meddle with the affairs of the hospital One phone call from him could 

cause a big ripple. 

Yet it was Lin Yi who had come to him, and his relationship with him was a very unique one- it was both 

mentorship and friendship, one that transcended the age gap. It was only natural that hed take Lin Yis 

matters into his own hands. 



He hung the phone up, and dialed up Old Qin. 

The dean had been smiling coldly at Lin Yi, but froze immediately after hearing the words Professor 

Guan- he started sweating as he pondered who this person was. 

Yet, who else could it be in the medical world? It was Guan Xuemin, the head of Songshans School of 

Medicine!! The dean went stiff at that point- after all, Guan Xuemin was a titan! 

 

Even the head of the hospital paid respects to him! Guan Xuemins own son was a shareholder in the 

hospital, completely capable of destroying a small dean like him if he wanted to! He only managed 

hospital rooms! 

The problem here was that he didnt deserve this development! He didnt have a room for Xiaobo 

because the doctor from earlier called him in advance, just a short while before Xiaobo came in person! 

 

If they were to talk about the first come first serve rule, the room should still go to the doctor, who had 

booked it first! Although, he had himself to blame for not explaining things thoroughly to Xiaobo- things 

might not have turned out this way if he had. 

With that in mind, the dean stood up immediately, a little awkward and embarrassed. Brother, why 

trouble Mister Guan? Im afraid I havent explained the situation The doctor from earlier did indeed arrive 

first- hed booked the last room before coming over himself. That was why I told the brother over there 

that there werent any rooms left. 

You think you can just say that stuff now, and Ill believe it? Lin Yi didnt care if the guy was telling the 

truth at that point, and he wasnt interested in listening to his explanations, either. 

The deans face reddened in embarrassment- he was about to say something else when his phone rang, 

the ringtone piercing the silence of the room. The dean tensed as he picked the phone up, getting into a 

humble attitude as he looked at the display- he knew who was calling already. 

It really was the head of the hospital!! Mister Qin How may I be of assistance 

The dean hadnt finished speaking when a raspy voice came from the other side, coupled with the deans 

yes and I understand from time to time. He couldnt even get an explanation in when the Mister Qin 

hung up on him. 

The dean put the phone down, and turned to face Lin Yi, a bigger smile on his face. My apologies for 

earlier, brother- Ill have them give you the room this instant! 

The dean had made his decision- pissing that doctor from earlier was worlds better than pissing Guan 

Xuemin or Mister Qin off 

He regretted looking down on Xiaobo, but there wasnt much he could do about it now. Xiaobo, on the 

other hand, was looking quite pleased as he stood beside Lin Yi, his anger completely released as he 

grinned coldly at the smiling dean. 



The dean couldnt believe it- did he find pleasure in doing this? Was it fun to pretend to be some nobody, 

begging a hospital room dean for a hospital room when his friend knew Guan Xuemin??!! Couldnt he 

had just called him in advance?! 

Yet he had to keep the smile on his face. Please, follow me- Ill assign the room to you right away! 

Tang Yin looked at Lin Yi, thoughtful It seemed that there was nothing this man couldnt solve! He was 

employing different approaches to his problems, too, using violence at times, and using his connections 

other times when needed She massaged her forehead as she tried to calm herself down, unwilling to 

think about Lin Yi. 

They walked out the office, and Lin Yi noticed Guan Xin looking around. Curious, he waved to her. Guan 

Xin! Over here! 

The deans eyes widened. Dude!! You even know Guan Xin??!! Whyd you even bother with the phone call, 

just ask her to talk to me!! 

Chapter 219 – Getting Out The Same Way You Got In 

The dean was one of the higher-ups at the hospital- it went without saying that he knew who Guan Xin 

was She was Guan Xuemins granddaughter, daughter of one of the shareholders! A lower ranking doctor 

might not know about that, but the dean was no low ranking doctor! No one would want to cross a girl 

with a background like that. 

Up until that point, the dean was still trying to figure out exactly how close with Guan Xuemin this Lin Yi 

was That was a factor that directly affected the seriousness of the situation. The whole thing would blow 

over if they just knew each other A closer relationship, on the other hand, meant that Guan Xuemin, 

whether intentional or not, mightve made the dean look bad in front of Mister Qin 

And out of nowhere, it turned out that Guan Xuemins granddaughter knew Lin Yi- it meant that Lin Yi 

was close with Guan Xuemins whole family!! 

 

Guan Xin had finished up her work, and started walking around without really a purpose in mind, just 

wondering if shed get to bump into Lin Yi. She hadnt asked him which room he was in, too. 

A sweet smile formed on her lips with a spark of joy when she heard Lin Yi call out to her. Lin Yi- I was 

just wondering if there was anything I could help you with. 

Oh. Nothing now- I just took care of it. Lin Yi said as he eyed the dean. 

Guan Xin wasnt quite sure how to continue the conversation when she saw a girl as pretty as her 

standing beside Lin Yi, disappointed. Is this your girlfriend? 

No, no, Ive got nothing to do with him Lin Yi didnt even have a chance to speak when Tang Yin jumped 

out in self defense. 

Oh. Guan Xin relaxed with a sigh. Lin Yi, give me your phone number- I still hadnt thanked you for last 

time yet. Ill treat you after work. 



Lin Yi didnt mind- he told her his phone number, and Guan Xin dialed him up to get her phone number 

to Lin Yi as well. Tang Yin, on the other hand, was frowning- Had Lin Yi helped this girl before? She 

started regretting clarifying her relationship with Lin Yi that quickly What was the rush? 

This dude was pretty lucky with the ladies, it seemed, bumping into a pretty nurse all of a sudden! Tang 

Yin continued moving, down-spirited as she quickened her steps. 

Guan Xin was a bit older than Tang Yin, and more mature as well- she couldnt help but smile at Tang Yins 

reaction. I think your friends getting jealous. Ill be going then- call me when youre free. 

Ah Lin Yi smiled at that. Yeah, keep in touch. 

Guan Xin had only wanted to come see Lin Yi for a bit- she hadnt a clue what she was supposed to do 

after really bumping into him. 

She sighed as she watched Lin Yi walking away with Tang Yin, wondering at the same time what she was 

even sighing for 

In a high-class hospital room was Zhao Guangdong, who was peeling a mandarin orange for his boss. 

Hows the room, Chairman Zou? Not much different from a five-star hotel, right? 

Yeah. Not bad, Guangdong- didnt think youd have connections in the hospital! Ive underestimated you. 

Chairman Zou said. Looks like Ill have to promote you! 

Heh heh, its nothing, its nothing! Im just a social man, good with people, friends everywhere! They just 

give me face, thats all! Guangdong said with a laugh. 

Thats right, Chairman Zou! My Guangdong has a lot of friends, if nothing else! The woman with heavy 

makeup chimed in. There was this idiot from earlier asking for a high-class hospital room the dean didnt 

so much as look at him! All my Guangdong had to do was bring his friend in, and heres the room! 

Who are you calling an idiot? Xiaobo said angrily as he pushed the door open, his finger pointing at the 

woman. 

Oh? Thats right, Im talking about you! Whatre you going to do about it, coming all the way here? 

Unhappy with how things turned out? Should we call security? Ill count to three- get out of our sights! 

The woman said, reaching for the button at the bed. 

Thats right- the idiots are the ones getting out. You guys can leave now. Lin Yi said as he followed Xiaobo 

into the room. Hey, idiots- should we call security? 

What is the meaning of this? Who are these people? Chairman Zou said a little unhappily as he looked at 

the intruders. 

Chairman Zou, Ill get security right now! Guangdong wasnt a brave man, but he was a prideful one. 

No need for that! This room is theirs now! The dean said with a sigh- these people werent joking around, 

barging in and spitting at the occupants like that There was no salvaging this mess now. 



The dean had wanted to explain his situation to Guangdong beforehand, get them to leave nicely There 

was no point to that now. Whatever happened, it was simply a certainty that he had to be on Lin Yis 

side. 

Hear that? Xiaobos cocky levels started skyrocketing as he pointed at Zhao Guangdong. Get out the 

same way you got in!! 

Xiaobo was quoting what Lin Yi had said, but he didnt care- there wasnt anything wrong with using the 

boss words. He thought it was a really powerful sentence. 

Guangdongs face changed instantly upon hearing the deans words- not paying any attention to Xiaobo, 

he tried to talk to the dean, to no avail. 

They were in the hospital- the deans territory. He wasnt influential enough to be standing on equal 

ground with the dean, too, and had to plead his case with a confused smile on his face. Mister Ma, 

hadnt we talked about this earlier? 

They were the ones who came first- its a simple rule. The dean was starting to get impatient- he didnt 

want to keep Lin Yi waiting. He waved a dismissive hand to Guangdong. Alright, you three pack up and 

move to a double room- I have everything arranged. 

But, Mister Ma For the sake of Doctor Xiaoliao Our Chairman Zou is here, too Guangdong didnt know 

why the dean had changed his mind all of a sudden, but he knew that the chairman wouldnt be pleased 

if he had to move out of the room like that, especially after all that boasting he just did 

Guangdong was trying to figure something out when Chairman Zou spoke up. Mister Ma, is it? Im Zou 

Tiandi, chairman of Tiandi Industries, close friends with Director Sun of the Health Department. 

Songshans First Hospital was a municipal hospital, and it wasnt under the Department of Health Yet the 

two were in the same category, and no one in the hospital wanted to cross those in the health 

department. After all, the director of the health department had to have connections in the Bureau of 

Health, definitely not someone youd want to piss of for nothing. 

But the dean didnt care anymore- hed rather piss the director off than cross Guan Xuemin!! 

Chapter 220 – Free Ride 

Zou Tiandis face darkened at the deans silence. Few would dare cross me in Songshan- youre 

embarrassing me here, Mister Ma. 

Chairman Zou The dean was in a difficult position. Despite not having made the acquaintance of Zou 

Tiandi, hed heard his name- he was quite well-known throughout Songshan Hed started from humble 

beginnings, but had managed to start a large-scale KTV business, yielding him quite a couple of 

connections. 

Enough with this nonsense- Ive no intent on leaving this room, whos telling me otherwise? Tiandi would 

never just leave the hospital room like that- The room itself wasnt the most pressing of concerns 

anymore, his name in Songshan was at stake here. 

Hed be made a laughing stock the next day should he comply to something like this. 



Besides, he believed that logic was on his side- Zhao Guangdong had paid for the room officially, with a 

receipt and everything- where did these people come out of, kicking him out? 

So youre not moving? Ill help you out then. Lin Yi said, not bothering to waste his words on the man- Fen 

was waiting for them! With that, he walked over and grabbed Tiandi by the collar before swinging him 

out the door, his feeding tube still attached to him. He flew through the air and landed heavily on the 

sitting bench outside the room, the tube still miraculously hanging off a clothes rack behind the bench. 

Lin Yi was generous enough to have let the guy fall on the bench- he couldve thrown him under it if 

hed wanted to. 

Tiandi hadnt thought much of Lin Yi as he walked over with his hands raised. Who did this guy think he 

was? Did he have a death wish attacking a person of his caliber like that? 

He was already floating five feet off the floor when he opened his mouth, finding himself on the bench 

outside the next instant. 

The dean, on the other hand, hadnt expected Lin Yi to be doing something this violent, throwing the guy 

right out without even bothering with words. He smiled bitterly at the development- at the very least, 

however, he neednt explain himself anymore. 

Guangdong was in disbelief as well- who the hell was this guy? One wrong word and he threw you 

straight off the ground? But Guangdong didnt have quite the guts to stand up or say anything to Lin Yi. 

Being the cowardly type he was, Guangdong fled the hospital room to check on boss after hed flown out 

the room. 

Chairman Zou, are you alright? Guangdong asked, his face pale as he reached his boss in the corridor. 

Tiandi was fine. Hed been taken aback by what had happened, but who wouldnt be after getting thrown 

out like that? Especially when that person was as aged as Tiandi was. He felt as if his heart had almost 

fallen out. 

Ill say this once, stay in the room if you dare. If not, get out in the next hour! Tiandi took a short breath, 

and continued to threaten the people in the room. If you do decide to stay, Ill make sure that you stay in 

that room for no longer than 

Bam! Lin Yi slammed the door shut before Tiandi could finish his rant. 

You Tiandi was so pissed that hed lost his breath. Very well, you chose this yourself. Guangdong, call 

Ruoguang, tell him to bring his men! Tiandi instructed as he motioned Guangdong to call. 

Of course, Chairman Zou. Although Zhao Guangdong had already thought about calling Ruogang, he was 

waiting for his boss to give the orders, as he didnt want to do anything that his boss didnt want 

done. Once Ruogang arrives, the people in that room would definitely be done for! Zhao Guangdong 

smirked as thought to himself. 

Tang Yin usually didnt approve of violence, but this time was an exception and she snickered at what 

Lin Yi had done to Tiandi. Lin Yi had always been reckless, like the day hed smashed Zhang Biaogans 

barbeque stand. 



Like what Lin Yi always said, Different people require different approaches. When dealing with a violent 

man, violence is always the answer. 

Lin Yi, this man you just messed with he has some ties with some very powerful people you might want 

to be more careful with him next time. Ma advised as he was concerned about Lin Yi. He even suggested 

calling security. 

Thanks Mister Ma, but I think Ill be fine. Although you might need to call a couple of paediatricians to 

come up soon. Lin Yi said confidently. 

Huh? The dean was at a losss. But as he started to think about it, he wondered if Lin Yi was trying to 

imply that after Zou Tiandis men arrived, he would be so badly injured that he would need medical 

assistance from the paediatricians. 

But why go through it at all? Why would he want to get beat up? Ma was even more confused. But 

since Lin Yi had said so, he had no choice but to agree and improvise. 

Xiaobo, you and Miss Song will go and pick up Fen. Tang Yin and I will stay here in this room 

instructed Lin Yi. Zou Tiandis probably not going to leave without a fight. And if were going to face him, 

we might as well do it today. 

Lin Yi was never afraid of a fight. The incident with Tiandi didnt seem to budge him a bit. 

Kang Xiaobo was well aware of Lin Yis capabilities. He wasnt worried at all. He had this weird confidence 

in Lin Yi– no matter what Lin Yi did, he always thought his boss placed first at whatever it was he was 

doing. 

On the other hand, Song Huiping didnt really know what to do. She knew from Kang Xiaobo that Lin 

Yi was an aggressive man, so whatever Lin Yi was doing, she didnt know how to help. Instead, she just 

spectated from a corner. 

If it had been another time, she wouldnt have dared to mess with a figure like Zou Tiandi. But this 

time, Lin Yi was around. And she definitely wasnt going to stop Lin Yi from messing with Tiandi. 

At this point, she could only follow Kang Xiaobos lead, and they both walked back to the original room 

where Fen was at. 

As the two left, Tang Yin and Lin Yi were left alone in the room. When Lin Yi suggested that she would 

stay in the room with him, she didnt say anything, but she had an unnatural look that seemed to be 

against it. To be honest, we didnt have to change the room. All this hassle for a new room I dont think its 

worth it. Tang Yin said. 

What hassle? Lin Yi questioned with a grin. That guy at the door, he couldnt even look me in the eye. If 

he wants a fight though, hell sure as hell get one. 

Having heard that, Tang Yin couldnt help but burst into laughter. Why do you like to bluff so much? Even 

if you were a young master, hes still a pretty powerful figure. 

Ha Lin Yi chuckled. When you know youre in control of someones life, a persons occupation or status 

doesnt seem to matter that much anymore. 



Since Lin Yis solo missions from the age of ten, he saw his targets as only targets, even though some of 

them happened to be billionaires or mafia gang leaders. 

You and your retarded laughs Seeing that Lin Yi was not going to respond to her comment, she angrily 

turned her back towards him, giving him the cold shoulder. 

Would you believe me if I told you Im helping Fen because shes your friend? Tang Yin was pretending to 

be angry, and Lin Yi couldnt help but tease her a bit. 

 


